To make your group reservation, contact Group Sales:
Email Groups@Discoverycube.org or call 714-913-5030

**Discovery Cube of Los Angeles** has undergone some big changes – and Groups can explore at their own pace and stay all day!

**Keeping Science Safe & Clean:**
Campers keep ‘Cube Clean’ with help of new campus renovations, safe-visit guidelines and cleaning protocols for high-touch surfaces and common areas.

**NEW Exhibits, Activities and Adventures:**
- Mega Raceway
- Paleontology Station
- Seismology Station
- Geology Station
- Expanded Early Learners area

**Groups of 15 or more:**
- $11 Kids ages 3-14
- $14 Adults for all day admission!

We continue to offer virtual options for those that would prefer distance learning alternatives. Contact Group Sales for options.
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